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SUPERVISORS’ MEETING NOTES 
Recorded by Mary Hrabak 

Tuesday, September 20, 2011 
 
Attendees:   
OFE – Sharon Brennan, Julie Cleary, Mary Hrabak  
 
Agriculture – Stacy Vincent 
Comm. Disorders – Joneen Lowman 
Elementary – Pam Correll, Frankie Daniel, Connie Evans, Christi Nash, Denise Probst 
FCS – Diana Haleman 
IECE – Kim Townley 
MATWL – Stayc DuBravac 
MIC – Jeanette Groth 
Middle School – Shayla Mettille, Kelly Taylor 
MSD – Amy Spriggs, Belva Collins 
STEM – Cindy Jong 
Other – Gary Schroeder, George Hruby 
 
 
Proceedings: 
Dr. Sharon Brennan called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. We started by passing around a sign-up 
sheet for anyone interested in taking a field trip to KET on Cooper Drive for our November 15 
supervisors’ meeting. In addition to a tour of their facilities, we will learn about one of their great 
resources called Encyclomedia, a website that houses thousands of videos and other content for all 
curriculum areas on all grade levels. 
 
Next Dr. Brennan introduced speakers Robert Brown and Teresa Moore of the KY Education 
Professional Standards Board who came to talk about the Kentucky Teacher Internship Program. They 
both work in the Division of Professional Learning and Assessment, Teresa as the branch manager and 
Robert as the division director.  
 
Robert noted that he has been at EPSB for seven years, and prior to that he was a school principal and 
then a superintendent. During his tenure in the Kentucky school system, he was part of one of the first 
groups that participated in KTIP, so he is very familiar with the program as well as how it has evolved 
over the years. Today he wanted to talk about how Senate Bill 1 “The Unbridled Learning Bill” has 
affected KTIP and to point out some changes in the program since last year. 
 
 
SB1 Compliance Changes to KTIP  
In order to comply with SB1, EPSB must make sure that every intern uses core academic standards 
during their internship. In order to make sure this was monitored, the following wording was added to 
KTIP forms: “…and/or Kentucky Core Academic Standards.” Furthermore EPSB made sure that all 
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Kentucky teachers standards are embedded and aligned with Speech Language Pathology curriculum. A 
handout from KDE entitled “Teacher Effectiveness Framework, Draft 3.1” was distributed to show that 
KTIP is aligned with SB1 and Title II initiatives. This PDF is available on our website. 
 
Another concern that was addressed is that service and pre-assessment were not previously very visible 
on the forms and were therefore often not addressed. To make sure these areas are covered from now on, 
new tasks were created as one of the changes to KTIP since last school year. Mr. Brown pulled up 
EPSB’s KTIP resource webpage so he could show us some of the other changes that have been made to 
the program: http://epsb.ky.gov/internships/ktip.asp 
 
 
General Changes to KTIP 
The “hiccup” that plagued Spring 2011 interns has been fixed. Interns and committees that are 
continuing their internship year from spring can use the new forms, but they should put it in writing that 
they have agreed to make the change. All teachers starting their internships in Fall 2011 must use the 
new forms—except for IECE, whose forms have not yet been updated. Some forms were shortened and 
others were changed in various other ways: 
 
Task A-1 is one of the biggest changes that was made. Whereas other tasks are completed for each 
lesson, A-1 only needs to be completed one time. It’s an open-response question that requires a more 
thorough response than before, asking teachers to describe the students in their classroom. The purpose 
is to make sure they understand the context of the populations they’re teaching. 
 
Task A-2 now includes an area for pre-assessment on the form. It also now includes “lesson 
objective/learning targets” in the wording, rather than just “objectives”. Dr. Brennan mentioned that 
interns historically struggle to align targets with assessments. Because so many people are overwhelmed 
with this task, there’s been an effort to deconstruct it so people can make sense of it and feel less 
overwhelmed. 
 
Component III, Task I doesn’t require interns to rewrite their objectives/learning targets. They simply 
need to write in the number of the objective to which it aligns. 
 
Task J-1 is the results page, and in the past many people asked where to find the pre-assessment data 
that is referenced. This form was redesigned for them to fill in the pre-assessment data so it’s right there 
for them when they need it. 
 
 
Content-specific Suggestions 
EPSB is available to show how integrated KTIP is with curriculum, as well as how tasks apply to each 
program. For instance, many music teachers wonder how to address individualization when their 
students most often play as a group together. However, when asked if they can tell who the weak players 
are, they admit that they can tell a fair amount about individual players’ abilities, even when they play as 
a group. Sometimes program adaptations are actually written into the form. MSD/FMD-specific forms 
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have an addendum with a prompt for “supplemental MSD recommendations” where there’s a list of 
what specialists can be used. However, the rest of the form is identical to other program areas’ forms. 
It’s just a slight tweak. 
 
 
PowerPoint Presentation 
Next Robert showed a PowerPoint presentation (available on our website as PDF) about changes to 
trainings and task templates, as well as important date reminders, highlights, etc. It also addresses how 
to count the 140 internship days, giving a good description and examples of how and when to count days 
and how to deal with absences. For instance, the 3rd cycle happens at 111-140 days—140 days from the 
orientation dates. Remember that KTIP cannot be completed early, and improper counting can result in 
failing KTIP, so this is very important! 
 
 
Miscellaneous 

 You can view samples of completed tasks under “KTIP Training Materials” on the EPSB 
website: http://epsb.ky.gov/internships/ktipforms11_12.asp. 

 Interns must now sign a page to verify they have read the KTIP handbook. 

 It’s OK to use videoconferencing for the orientation meeting, but at this time that is the only 
instance where it’s allowable to meet virtually instead of face to face. 

 When completing the “Analyzing for Individual Instruction” section, the intern should write 
about what happened and what can be done to plan instruction and implement a growth plan. 

 
 
Are our teacher education programs producing effective teachers? 
Dr. Brennan said that KTIP is in line with what national studies cite about creating effective teachers. 
She circulated two books by James Stronge about effective instruction: Evaluating What Good Teachers 
Do: Eight Research-Based Standards for Assessing Teacher Excellence and Effective Teachers = 
Student Achievement: What Research Says. We also passed around Mentors in the Making edited by 
Betty Achinstein and Steven Athanases with a foreword by Ellen Moir, Project Director for the Teacher 
Performance Assessment Consortium (TPAC).  
 
Robert Brown noted that KTIP’s new forms are based on research. He also mentioned that instead of 
focusing on creating “highly qualified” teachers, we are seeking “highly effective” teachers. Robert 
passed around a testimony by Thomas Caine, in which he analyzes effective teaching through classroom 
observation using low-cost digital video collection tools, student feedback regarding instruction and 
assessment, and study of teacher and student perceptions (and misperceptions). This is also available on 
our website. 
 
There is currently a national teacher assessment pilot project underway related to teacher assessment that 
is comparable to KTIP except that it involves 2-3 years of KTIP-type activities as well as a 
comprehensive analysis of assessment data. The project is called the Teacher Performance Assessment 
Consortium (TPAC). Robert pointed out that last year Kentucky declined the opportunity to participate 
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in the project because state officials determined that it would unduly tax the KTIP system without much 
if any benefit given the similarities between the two. Kentucky's program, which is continually being 
reviewed and revised, is one of the more sophisticated in the nation. 
 
As the meeting wrapped up, Dr. Brennan reminded us that the overall outcome sought by KTIP is to 
help new teachers feel less overwhelmed and succeed. She emphasized that teacher educators should 
stay in close touch regarding committee issues, and then she opened the floor for questions. 
 
 
Q&A Session 
Q: How does alternative certification fit in with KTIP? 
A: It lasts three years, and the teacher can’t begin before they’ve completed the Praxis exam. They tend 
to be overwhelmed, just as out-of-state teachers are. Dr. Collins noted that in the area of MSD Special 
Education, there are problems with incoming teachers who completed their KTIP in other teaching areas 
before they began their Special Education training. She thought that this should be addressed somehow. 
Robert Brown said that when EPSB receives TC-1 forms from alternative certification students, they 
check to see if they have completed KTIP.  
 
Dr. Brennan thanked our guest speakers, and the meeting adjourned at 10:00 a.m. 
 
 
Please make note of our upcoming events: 
Professional Seminar – November 11, 8:00-12:30, Student Center Grand Ballroom 

This is a mandatory event for students who are student teaching this fall or next spring. There will be 
a keynote session delivered by two UK College of Education graduates, breakout sessions on 
relevant topics, and a panel of principals who will answer questions about the hiring process.  

 
Field Supervisor Meetings 

 10/18 - Virtual supervision – 2:00-3:00, 122 TEB 
Dr. Belva Collins, Ann Katherine Griffen, Rex Stidham 

 11/15 - Field Trip to KET – depart UK at 1:30 
Tour KET’s facilities and learn about their free service called Encyclomedia which provides 
computer-based PD and classroom resources, including videos and images, for all curricula and 
grade levels. Please contact Mary Hrabak to sign up: mrhrab0@uky.edu, 257-1961. 


